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1 ACTION PLAN FOR HSE, 2019-20211 
 

Department of Chemistry's action plan for Health, Safety and Environment and is based on the 
Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences and UoB's action plans for the next period. 
 
A two-part HES action plan has been created – with sub-goals and main activities. The action 
plan contains clarification of responsibilities/deadlines. 
 
Priority areas 
 
Priority area 1: A good working community 
 
Sub-goals: 
The institute should be an attractive, diverse, open and inclusive workplace that safeguards the 
interests of all employees. The work environment must be stimulating, inclusive and health-
promoting, and the integrity and dignity of the individual must be safeguarded. UiB has a strong 
international profile. International collaboration should be an integral part of all of UiB's 
operations. Students and staff collaborate with colleagues from around the world. This requires 
good expertise on matters that affect our work and learning environment among all our 
employees, students and managers. 
 
 Main activities: 

a. The institute will work to ensure that all key HSE information is also available in 
English. 

b. Follow-up of competence needs - follow-up plan. 
c. Evaluation and update of Welcome Brochure.  
d. Evaluation and update of In- and Out check list. Update with signature for completed 

tasks. 
 
Priority area 2: Safe and functional workplaces 
 
Sub-goals:  
UiB has a large and demanding building stock. Requirements for good building standards, 
universal design, indoor climate and ergonomics must be met. Scientific equipment, research 
and educational facilities must be safe and functional. New learning and working methods, as 
well as digital work tools, require new ways of organizing our workplaces. 
 
 Main activities: 

a. Upgrading of meeting rooms with new AV equipment to adapt new learning and 
working methods, in addition there will be facilitation for video meetings so that one 
has the opportunity to reduce the number of flights 

b. Inventory - replacement Ergonomically adapted fixtures for everyone. Today, there 
are few opportunities for ergonomic fit for the individual 

c. Chemical Waste Day. Dispose of or update labeling of old chemicals, and then 
update your Chemical inventory 

d. Conversion of the workshop on the U-floor to the innovation laboratory for students 
e. Construction of new laboratories on the 4th floor in collaboration with UoB centrally 

 
1 The action plan of action is valid for the time being. When an updated plan of the action plan is available, the 
HSE book will also be updateted. 
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2 RESPONSIBILITY 

2.1 Operating area of the Health, Safety and environment manual 
The rules and procedures in this book apply to all staff, doctoral and master's students, as well 
as guest researchers and visitors. There are no exceptions.  
 
These guidelines are intended to protect laboratory personal against accidents and harm to 
their health and to ensure that chemical laboratory work is carried out in a safer manner and in 
accordance with laws and regulations. 
2.2 The head of the department responsibility 
The head of the department has overall responsibility for the safety at the department. The 
head of department shall ensure that laws, regulations and regulations are followed and that 
necessary training is provided. 

2.3 Further responsibility at the department 
The permanent scientific staff is responsible for their respective master's and doctoral 
laboratories.  
 
Technical personnel are responsible for teaching areas and instrument laboratories.  
 
A routine for allocation of responsibilities and assignments has been prepared for the 
laboratory courses at the department. The routine is available at Mitt UiB. The routine is aslo 
handed over to new employees. 
 
If exceptions to the rules and procedures in this document are exceptionally necessary, it must 
be sought in writing and given approval by the head of department before it is implemented. 
Dersom det unntaksvis er nødvendig med avvik i regler og prosedyrer i dette dokumentet, skal 
det søkes skriftlig og bli gitt godkjenning fra instituttleder før det blir gjennomført. 

2.4 The individual staff, master's and doctoral students, as well as guest 
researchers and visitors are responsible 
 

Everyone who works at the Department of Chemistry is responsible for: 
 Adhere to, and abide by, current rules and procedures and any specific guidelines / 

procedures for the laboratory and task in question. 
 Show caution and be careful while performing the work. 
 Use necessary protective equipment. 
 Report to the responsible manager regarding conditions that are not satisfactory, 

equipment that is not working properly, etc. 
 Report HSE non-conformities. HSE non-conformities are all adverse events and/or 

matters that have resulted or may result in harm to people, the environment and 
property. 
 

2.4.1 Report HSE non-conformities 
HSE section at UoB has prepared guidelines for notification of HSE non-conformities. These 
guidelines shall be followed and applied by employees of the Department of Chemistry.  
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Representative: 
Tore Skodvin, room 2G3a/2032 

2.7 Revision of Health, Safety and Environment manual 
Revision of the HSE manual will be ongoing and the person responsible is HSE-coordinator: 
 

 Lisbeth Glærum, room 3B3d/3021 
 
If you have suggestions or input for changes and adjustments to the manual, you can contact 
the HSE-coordinator. 
 

3 TRAINING PLAN FOR HSE  
 
Bachelor students 
All students who start a laboratory course at the department must take HSE I. Students who 
need to take courses where more HSE information is needed must take HSE II before starting 
the course, this also applies to the bachelor project. 
 
Master students 
New master's students must complete HSE II before access to the laboratories at the institute 
is granted. In addition, you must receive further training if you are going to use any of the 
instrument laboratories at the institute. 
 
Employees 
Anyone using any of the laboratories at the department must take HSE II. In addition, you 
must receive further training if you are going to use any of the instrument laboratories at the 
institute. Scientific staff responsible for their own laboratories are responsible for individual 
training in their own laboratory regarding instrument training, routines and instructions not 
described in the HSE II course. 
 

It is compulsory to conduct a fire safety course and a first aid course every five years. New 
employees must complete the course within six months. The HSE coordinator will contact 
new employees for registration.  
 
 
All employees at UiB must have completed fire protection training which consists of a digital 
fire protection course and practical extinguishing. This requirement is enshrined in the Fire 
Act and the HSE regulations.  

The new digital course will replace the theoretical part of the fire safety training, and will be 
repeated annually. Employees will receive an email notification when it is time to take the 
course again. 
 
The course can be found by logging in with feide via the following link: 
https://nettkurs.tiv.no/no/feidelogin. 

Contact Lisbeth Glærum (lisbeth.glarum@kj.uib.no) for the practical part. 
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4 FIRE INSTRUCTION 
 
The institute is required to have documentation which shows that fire  
protection training has been given to all employees. By fire protection 
training is meant basic training in the following: 
 

 

1. Valid escape routes are shown on floor plans posted on every level. Study the floor plan 
closely and memories the location of the nearest escape routes from the different parts of 
the floor. In the event of a fire alarm, all employees/students should muster at the 
specified mustering point so that head counts can be conducted. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Escape routes and mustering points. 
2. Location of extinguishing equipment/manual fire alarms and instructions in their use. 
3. Fire instructions and internal procedures. 
4. Special risks in the building. 
5. Duties relating to fire protection. 
6. Any notification procedures. 
7. The structure of UiB’s fire protection organisation. 
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public holidays, persons present in the building must notify the fire service, either by 
meeting them outside the building or by calling them. The fire services will be 
automatically notified if the fire alarm is triggered. 
 

- Remember that the lifts are not escape routes 
 

7. When organizing the fire protection organization, a site fire protection officer must be 
appointed for each entity. If you have any questions about fire safety, contact the site 
fire protection officer, who will pass them on. 

The site fire protection officer reports to the building fire protection officer. 

Realfagbygget building Fire Protection Officer: Ole Tumyr, Phone: 55 58 33 87 
 
The building fire protection officer reports to the chief fire protection officer: 
UiB’s Chief Fire Protection Officer: Tore Reigstad, Phone: 55 58 49 47 
 
 

8. NOTE: During a fire alarm/fire drill, the building fire protection officer for 
Realfagbygget will be wearing an orange vest and the site fire protection officer will be 
wearing a yellow vest. 
 
Realfagbygget’s Site Fire Protection Officers, Department of Chemistry: 
 
Function Name, site fire 

protection officer 
Phone work Mobile 

K. floor, north Lisbeth Glærum 
Frida J. Lundevall 

55 58 25 74 454 15 979 

U. floor, north Lisbeth Glærum 
Frida J. Lundevall 

55 58 25 74 454 15 979 
 

2. floor Egil Nodland 
Reidun Myklebust 

55 58 33 57 
55 58 33 67 

 

3. floor Torgils Fossen 55 58 82 33  

4. floor    

NMR-plattform Jose C. R. Guerrero 
Jarl Underhaug 

55 58 34 75 
55 58 34 74 

457 90 013 
952 16 056 
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5 GENERAL SAFETY RULES 

5.1 Laboratory routines 
 
Act in accordance with the information provided in handbooks, directive and 
HSE datasheets! 
 
1. It is not permitted to eat or drink in the laboratory.  

Furthermore, food must not be stored in laboratories or stored with chemicals or other 
toxic substances. Foods should not be stored in laboratories, including refrigerators and 
freezers. Do not use laboratory equipment such as beaker, for food and drink. Neither 
should you use dishwashers for laboratory equipment to wash dishes 
 

2. Lab coats must be worn in order to protect clothing and skin. 
Preferably use cotton lab coat. Synthetics fabrics can cause melting fires and cause 
unsightly burns. Static electricity in synthetic fabrics can cause a spark that can ignite 
flammable substances. Loose hanging, open or flaky coats can hang up and represent a 
dangerous relationship. 
 
Wear shoes in the lab that are close to your toes. This is to avoid damage if you spill 
chemicals, especially acids and bases. This also applies when a one use / discharges 
deep-cooled condensed gas. 
 

3. Protective goggles is mandatory to wear in the laboratory. 
 

4. Never taste chemicals or solutions. 
 

5. Always label flasks with their contents, name and date. 
 
Containers containing chemicals should as a minimum have labels containing  

  - name of the substance 
  - amount, volume, concentration 

- date and signature   
 

6. One should preferably not work in the laboratory alone.  
After 16:00 one should not work alone without agreement with the supervisor.  
When using hydrofluoric acid and implementation by other risk operations are you NOT 
allowed to work alone in the laboratory. 
 

7. When using a pipette, you must use a pipette helper or a Peleus ball. 
 
8. All work with chemicals should be done in a fume cupboard, the only exception is water 

solutions of non-toxic inorganic chemicals. 
 

9. All chemical reactions to be performed in a fume cupboard (or glove box). Shall be 
carried out reactions under pressure ("Sealed-tube reactor), place a screen in front of the 
reaction rate. 
 

10. Unknown substances must be presumed to be toxic. 
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the heat generated. 
 

24. Examine glassware before use. Glass equipment with scratches, nicks and cracks should 
be discarded or delivered for repair. Glass equipment must have rounded / filte edges to 
avoid cuts. Be sure to use silicone grease where necessary; Slip equipment, exicator and 
glass roosters. 

NB: Avoid sudden changes in temperature when handling glass. 
 

25. Familiarize yourself with the properties of the chemicals you use. You can find this 
information on the HSE data sheet.  

NB: It is mandatory to read through the data sheet before you use a    
chemical the first time. 

 
26. Familiarize yourself with HSE legislation applicable to work one should perform. HSE 

portal will include information and possibly linking to relevant pages. One should follow 
the guidelines, procedures and instructions relating to the work it will perform. 

 

5.2 Chemical inventory 
The chemical inventory is a collection of electronic Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) 
data sheets for chemicals at UiB. Our supplier of our electronic inventory are ECOonline. 
 
Employees and students at UiB have access to read and to print the HSE data sheets. How to 
log in; Mitt UiB. 
 
USE OF CHEMICALS 
You have a duty to know about chemical properties, hazards and safety measures before use. 
 
The chemical inventory contains name, amount, storage location and HSE data sheets.  
 
The data sheets contain information about the substances’ potential hazard and how to handle 
them in the safest manner possible. 
 
Everyone should be familiar with the contents of safety data sheets for chemicals one are 
using. 
 
Never work with chemicals you do not now. 
 
The chemicals register must be kept up-to-date in order to ensure that it is a useful and 
quality-assured source for carrying out risk assessments of your working environment. 
 
Contact person: Lisbeth Glærum (lisbeth.glarum@kj.uib.no) 
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5.4 Protective equipment 
Necessary protective equipment must be available in the laboratory. When planning 
experiments, you must check whether any protective equipment is missing. The type of 
protective equipment required depends on which chemicals are to be used and how 
they are to be used, see relevant HSE data sheets. 
 
Laboratory coats 
Lab coats must be worn to protect clothing and skin.  
 
Protective goggles 
Protective goggles are mandatory to wear in the laboratory. Ordinary glasses are not suitable 
as safety glasses, because they cover too little area around the eyes. One should therefore 
wear safety glasses on top of the usual glasses. During particularly dangerous work, where 
you expect fast reactions, face shields must be used even if one works in the laboratory 
chemical hood. 
 
The most important safety device in our laboratories are the laboratory chemical hood. 
 
Laboratory chemical hood 
Laboratory chemical hood should always be used if possible. Also be aware that volatile or 
flammable chemicals or toxic chemicals in dry matter must always be used in a well 
ventilated place. Local extractors and/or fresh air/filter masks may be used as an alternative to 
laboratory chemical hood if a risk assessment has been completed. 
 
Full capacity is from 7 a.m. to 20 p.m. Monday to Friday, and from 8 a.m. to 16 p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
Notice; outside operating hours it is not allowed to work in the fume cupboard. 
 

 

Max working height 

On 
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Gloves 
Perhaps the most important thing when dealing with chemicals is to choose the right glove. 
First one must consider whether one needs to use protection and if so what glove to wear. 
No gloves is resistant to all chemicals so it is important to choose the right material. After 
that, one has to consider need for flexibility and sense of touch (large, bulky gloves can make 
it difficult to handle equipment properly) allergens in the gloves material (e.g rubber/latex 
gloves) 
 
Main rule: Always remove gloves when you leave the laboratory. Spills on gloves can be a 
source of contamination from harmful chemicals. 
 
Gloves must be used when handling concentrated, allergenic, toxic chemicals and chemicals 
which are otherwise harmful to health. There are many types of gloves available on the 
market. The choice of and use of gloves is important. Information are listed in HSE data 
sheet, section eight, and also there are a glove guide at the HSE-portal. The glove guide will 
help one to select the right protective glove. The guide is a table of the most common 
chemicals at UiB and contain penetration time of the chemicals and which glove one should 
choose/prefer. Ansell has also guide where you type in the cas nr, and Ansell will list which 
glove they recommend. 
 
Remember to always check that your gloves are whole and not discoloured. 
 
It is also important to note that all glove types found in the store are personal protective 
equipment and should be labelled with name and date. 
 
When using the barrier glove it can be difficult to have good hand grip. That can be solved 
using a TNT glove on the outside the barrier glove. Remember then that the TNT glove will 
be problem waste. 
 
NOTICE that Touch N Tuff is not a protective glove – shall be used only as ”splash glove”. 
 
The following rules apply to the use of disposable gloves: 
Replace gloves frequently. 
Replace gloves immediately in the event of spills or wet patches. 
 
Further information is available at : HSE portal- gloves 
 
If you need gloves for cold or hot work then it must be ordered through the storage room. 
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5.5 First-aid and emergency equipment 
When you start the work at your laboratory you start to families where the first-aid equipment 
are and the where the emergency equipment are placed. 
 
First-aid cabinet. Make a note of the location of the cabinet to avoid searching for it in case 
of injury. Check the content. If there are missing items you can refill from the storage room. 
 
Eye-wash bottle. All laboratories have at least one eye-wash bottle. Make a note of its 
location to avoid having to search for it in case of injury. The water in the eye wash bottles 
should be changed regularly. If you need more then on ore new one it is available in the 
storage room. 
 
Emergency shower. Make a note of where the nearest emergency shower 
is located to avoid having to search for it case of an accident. You will fine  
one in your laboratory or in the corridor.  
 
Absorbent sand. All laboratories have at least one, often a white bucket with a 
red lid. Make a note of its location to avoid having to search for it in case of  
accident in the laboratory chemical hood. 
 
Fire extinguisher. All laboratories have a 2 kg CO2-based fire extinguisher. Make a note of 
its location and how to operate it. If you are working chemicals that required NaCl-based fire 
extinguisher are located. The fire extinguisher will be in your laboratory or in the corridor.  

 
Emergency preparedness with experiment overnight. 
 

 
 
Emergency cabinet in the corridor. Make a note of where the nearest  
emergency cabinet is located. When collecting spills outside the chemical hood, 
a gas mask must be worn. You will also fine absorbent sand so you will need,  
gloves etc 
 
The cabinet contain: 

 Full-face mask with combination filter 6800S, 3M 
 Filtering half masks. 4251, 3M 
 Goggles 
 Chemical suit 
 Gloves, Barrier 
 Rubber boots 
 Absorbent sand 

File is on My UiB, Department of Chemistry, 
Filestorage, HSE, procedures and instructions 
for chemical institute 
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Needle and / or plastic bottles with stabbing and cutting content is also being thrown through 
the yellow boxes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Collection times 
Problem waste is usually collected twice a month on Wednesdays in weeks 
with even numbers (see sign posted at the collection point for collection times). 
 
If it is low or out of yellow boxes, contact: Lisbeth Glærum, 3021. 
 
For our department, there is an exception, and it is for empty solvent bottles they can be 
disposed of in this way: 
 
Just remember contaminated glass, which for example there has been chemicals on must be 
disposed of as problem waste. It happens through the yellow boxes on the waste room.  
 
Exceptions are empty solvent bottles. 
 
Empty solvent bottles vaporized and with lid can  
waste handled through the brown box on the image. 
 
Do not let empty solvent bottles accumulate  
on the laboratory and take up space. 
 
But get rid of the bottles continuously as part of the laboratory routines. 
 
It will provide a much safer and better working environment. 
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The waste owner must place declared waste at the collection point in proper manner. 
The form is attached to the solvent can under the handle so that the waste number is visible. 
On the red box, the form should hang down from the lid so that the waste numbers are visible 
Realfagbygget’s collection points is on the ground floor, K011. 
 
A list of the waste numbers that are most commonly used at the department can be found at 
Mitt UiB. 
 
Key to the room for a hazardous and problematic waste in Realfagbygget can be borrow in the 
storage room during open hours (9:00 to 11:00). The room is located K-floor. 
The waste from the department can roughly be divided into five main types: 
 
 Problematic waste 
 Hazardous waste 
 Consumer waste 
 Explosive waste 
 Radioactive waste 
 

6.4 Consumer waste 
UiB has introduced waste separation, and much of consumer waste comes under different 
recycling schemes.  
 
This applies; 

 Paper/Empty packaging (cardboard) 
 Glass/metal 
 PC-waste/EE-Waste 
 Fluorescent tubes 

 
One will now briefly describe the most common types of consumer waste. 
 

6.4.1 Paper 
There are separate paper boxes for recycling. The cardboard box is named "Miljøesken". All 
the offices at the institute have been given such a cardboard box. If you do not have the 
“Miljøesken”, you can get it by contacting the Operations Manager at the Realfagbygget via 
Needs Notification. You can also have a box delivered to another room / instrument 
laboratory where you use paper for recycling. 
 
When the box is full, empty the box in the container with blue lid labeled PAPER in the waste 
room. 
 

6.4.2 Cardboard 
All cardboard should go in this return arrangement (boxes, cartons, partitions, inserts, etc.). 
All cartons should be cut down, that is, flat when you put the cardboard in the machine that 
presses the cardboard together. 
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7 GUIDELINES WORKING WITH GAS 
The Department of Chemistry has placed gas cylinders over large parts of the department, this 
deployment being done on exemption from the fire service. Gas and gas cylinders pose a 
significant risk and must be handled with special care. 
 
Normally, transportable gas cylinders must not be kept in laboratories. However 
non-routine work may require the use of transportable gas cylinders in the laboratory. 
 
Falling bottles are a danger to people in the area. They represent a potential hazard through 
leakage through damage to the bottle valve, regulator and other equipment connected to the 
bottle. 
 
Regulators, non-return valves and flame arrestors connected to the gas cylinder must be 
adapted to the gas in question. (That is, one only uses hydrogen equipment for hydrogen gas, 
etc.).  
 
Valves must be opened and closed slowly. All equipment must be kept clean and free of 
contaminants. 
 
All equipment used for compressed gas should be checked and serviced regularly. Such 
inspection should also include hoses, flexible pipe connections and end fittings. 
 
Note: The pressure regulator should not be used as the gas flow regulator by constantly 
changing the pressure set point. The job of the regulator is to keep the desired pressure 
constant. When the system is to be out of operation, one first closes the bottle valve and then 
blows a pressure off the control system. Finally, turn the adjusting screw counterclockwise 
until it goes free. 
 
Gas cylinders must only be handled and used by qualified personnel. 
 

7.1 Transport, handling and working with gas cylinders 
Do not use gas cylinders before you are completely certain of their contents and have 
familiarized yourself with the properties and hazards of the gas in question. Important safety 
information is provided on labels and on product data sheets which must be available to the 
user. Cylinders or bundles of cylinders which show signs of leakage or which show signs of 
mechanical damage or fire damage must not be used. Contact the supplier. 
 

7.1.1 Safety 
Gas cylinders must be secured in accordance with applicable regulations:  
 
Wall-mounted bracket with a strap or chain to fasten the gas cylinder in 
such a way that it cannot tip over. 
 
The protective hood must not be removed before the cylinder has been placed in the area of 
use and secured against falling. 
 
The entrance door to the room must have a hazard sign. 
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7.1.5 Storage 
Cylinders must not come into contact with hot springs and must not be exposed to temperatures 
above 45 ° C.  
 
Compressed gas cylinders must be shielded from direct sunlight. 
 
Another rule is that full and empty bottles should be kept separate from each other. 
 
The same goes for gas cylinders containing different types of gases. The distance between 
oxygen bottles and bottles containing flammable gas must be at least 5 meters. 
 
Most accidents that occur in handling, transporting and storing gas cylinders are pinch damage. 
It is therefore important to wear protective safety shoes, clothing and gloves. 
 

7.1.6 Gas collection and return 
The gas cylinders are delivered to the gas cylinder storage in the basement - fourth door to the 
right of the garage door, (directly above the "laundry hall"). Here, the user should return empty 
and retrieve ordered bottles. 
 
Gas voucher must be delivered to Frida Johanne Lundevall. 
 
One must return empty bottles to the bottle storage before the new ones arrive, so that the empty 
ones are returned immediately. The department has many bottles, and the bottle rents are 
expensive. Everyone has a responsibility to keep the number of bottles to a minimum. 
 
NOTE: Remember that the bottle cap should be mounted on the bottle during transport. The 
cap must be mounted on the bottle before being removed from the fuse (belt) in the laboratory. 
Gas bottles without bottle caps are not returned. Gas cylinders must be transported on gas 
cylinder trolley. The trolley is found outside of the storage room, and MUST be returned 
immediately after use. 
  

7.1.7 Ordering gas 
 
All gas must be ordered from 

Frida Johanne Lundevall, room 3042 
 
In order to receive gas, you must write a requisition, which must contain: 
1. Date. 
2. Name, quantity and purity of the gas. 
3. Where the bottle should stand (what room). 
4. Who has to pay for it. 
5. Signature. 
 

7.1.8 Labeling of the laboratories 
All laboratories where gas cylinders are used must be labeled.  
 
The sign shall be on the outside of the door (hallway) and shall bear the inscription: 
Gas under pressure 
Combustible gas 
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7.2 Hazards with gas 
All gases used will be stored and transported on gas bottles or other types of containers or 
tanks for this purpose.  
 
The gas can come in the following ways: 
 Compressed gas: The gas is constantly in the gas phase in the bottle. The pressure 

gradually decreases as a taper of the gas.  
 
This applies to: argon, helium, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, nitrogen and 
oxygen. 
 

 Condensed gas: The gas is partially condensed into liquid in the gas bottle. The pressure is 
constant until all the liquid is drained off. 
 
This applies to: ammonia, nitrous oxide (nitrous oxide), hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide 
and chlorine. 

 
 Gas dissolved under pressure in liquid solvent: The gas is released from the solvent during 

draining. The pressure is constant until the bottle is almost empty. 
 
This applies to: acetylene.  

 
 Deep-cooled condensed gas: The gas is condensed into liquid in special containers. 

Pressure builds up by evaporation. NOTE! If deep-cooled liquid gas is enclosed in a 
container or conduit without the possibility of pressure relief, there is a risk of explosion. 
Therefore, tanks and containers for this purpose should be equipped with pressure relief 
devices. 
 
This applies: nitrogen and helium. The problems and hazards are similar for dry ice 
(CO2), except in solid form. 
 

7.2.1 Pressure increase 
A common danger factor for all gases is that uncontrolled heating can result in such a large 
increase in pressure that a bottle, container or tank explodes. Therefore, all gases are classified 
as "dangerous goods". One consequence of this is that gas bottles must not be stored at 
temperatures higher than 45 ° C. Even without heating you can get a sudden and uncontrolled 
relief of the pressure from a compressed gas container. The amount of energy that is then 
released can send a gas bottle off like a rocket. 
 

7.2.2 Flammable gas 
Gases which on combustion burn in air are classified as "flammable goods". In order for a gas 
to ignite and burn explosively, the following conditions must be met: 
 
There must be a certain mixing ratio between the gas and air. The lowest percentage of gas 
that can be ignited is called LEL (= Lower Explosive Limit). At lower concentration, the 
mixture is too lean to entertain the combustion. The highest volume percentage of gas that can 
be ignited is called UEL (= Upper Explosive Limit). At higher concentration the mixture is 
too fat to burn. 
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7.2.4 Oxygen enrichment 
Oxygen comes in a special position when it comes to fire danger. The gas is not itself 
combustible, but is a necessary condition for all combustion. As a result, in pure or 
sufficiently enriched oxygen atmosphere, all combustion occurs faster and more violently 
than in air. A number of common metals that do not normally burn in air (eg iron, aluminum 
and zinc) can ignite and burn fresh in oxygen. Necessary ignition temperature will also be 
lower in pure or enriched oxygen atmosphere. Oxygen enrichment has no significant effect on 
LEL, but will usually increase UEL, thus expanding the explosive area. 
 

7.2.5 Toxic gas 
A number of gases are suffocating even at low concentrations in air, although the oxygen 
content is normal. This is because the gases, through their chemical toxic effect, destroy or 
paralyze the respiratory organs themselves, so that the body cannot take advantage of the 
oxygen in the air.  
 
Acute intoxication after brief exposure: With sufficiently toxic gas and sufficiently high 
concentration.  
 
Chronic poisoning after prolonged exposure: With less toxic gas and adequate concentration.  
 
For less concentration of toxic gas in the air, the gas mask with the right filter gives full 
protection for a limited time. At higher concentrations fresh air breathing apparatus must be 
used from the first moment. 
Under toxic gases comes: 
Ammonia    (NH3) 
Chlorine    (Cl2) 
Carbon monoxide (CO) 
Hydrogen sulfide  (H2S) 
 

7.2.6 Low temperatures 
Liquid, deep-cooled gases have very low temperatures. Skin contact with such gases or with 
cooled wires and fittings can cause frostbite damage that is as severe as burns. 
 
Low temperatures can lead to cold fragility and set special requirements for the materials that 
can be used. 
 
At the department of Chemistry, two types of liquefied, deep-cooled gases are used: nitrogen 
(N) and Helium (He). 
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5) Date of last inspection (month/year) 
6) Audit workshop’s stamp 
7) Name of the gas 
8) Tare weight in kilograms 
9) Volume in litres 
10) Cylinder owner's name and serial number 
11) a) Fill pressure in bar for compressed gases 
 b) Fill weight in kg for condensed gases 
 
Stamped labelling must not be removed or rendered illegible. 
 
The gas bottle: A reliable work companion - when used properly 
 
      The following gas, nitrogen, are supplied as 

compressed gas and are neither toxic nor 
combustible. Green. 

  The following gas, argon, are supplied as 
compressed gas and are neither toxic nor 
combustible. Black. 

     When CO2 is delivered in gas cylinders, it is 
compressed and condensed. The gas is not 
flammable - on the contrary, it is used to 
extinguish fires. Gray.  

     Like carbon dioxide, ammonia is supplied in 
cylinders that are both compressed and 
condensed. Fortunately, ammonia gives a 
warning in the form of strong and 
unpleasant odors well before the 
concentrations become dangerous. Yellow. 

      Hydrogen is supplied as compressed gas. 
Although not toxic, it is highly flammable 
and easily flammable. It gives an almost 
invisible flame when it burns which can be 
difficult to detect. Red. 
 
Hydrogen is also the lightest of all gases. 

   When oxygen is supplied in gas bottles it is 
compressed, colorless and odorless. 
Although not combustible, it is unique to the 
conditions of ignition and fire. The gas is 
heavier than air, which normally contains 21 
volume percent oxygen. By increasing the 
oxygen content by only 25% by volume, 
ignition the possibility of, for example, work 
clothes, increases dramatically. 
 
A variety of metals and other substances that 
are not normally flammable in air will ignite 

O2 

H2 

NH3 

CO2 

Ar 
 

N2 
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7.2.8 In case of fire 
During a fire, gas cylinders will be exposed to excessive heat. Combined with the strength of 
the cylinder's material being weakened, this can cause the cylinder to explode like a bomb.  
 
Furthermore, if a flammable gas or fire-intensifying gas (for example, oxygen) is released, 
this will amplify the fire itself. In case of fire it is important to protect the cylinders from the 
heat. The safest way to do this is to remove the cylinders from the area threatened by the fire. 
If this is impossible, keep the cylinders cool by spraying them with water or foam. Cylinders 
must still be sprayed even after being removed from the fire site. In the worst case, the area 
must be evacuated. Also note that fires in cylinder valves, cylinders containing combustible 
gas, can usually be extinguished with a CO2 apparatus or powder apparatus. If this is not 
possible, the area must be evacuated. If gas cylinders, either full or empty, have been involved 
in a fire, cylinders must be labeled and returned to the gas supplier. 
 
Depending on the area of application, one or more of the following components can be 
included in the distribution system: 
 
Flame arrestor (to prevent burning gas from returning). 
 
Manometer (to control the pressure in the system). 
 
Filter (to prevent foreign particles from contaminating sensitive apparatus). 
 
Volume gauge (to measure the amount of gas). 
 
Non-return valve (to prevent gas from flowing in the opposite direction). 
 
Pressure-relief option (to open air or a safe location). 
 
Distribution systems must be tested for pressure and air tightness before being used 
for the first time and after audits and replacements.  
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Responsible for the liquid nitrogen at the department: 
 

Jose C. R. Guerrero, Rom 3051C 

 

8 RISK CONDITIONS USING TECHNICAL AIDS 
There are factors that must be under control when using equipment in the laboratories. Use of 
technical aids such as electrical equipment (all hazards from electrical current to mechanical 
factors), vacuum and pressure equipment, radiation of various types, cutting and crushing 
equipment, gas burners and so on can pose a particular risk of accident. In order to minimize 
the risk, no one shall use equipment without prior training and must have familiarized 
themselves with the instructions for using the equipment. 
 

8.1 Treatment, washing and cleaning of glassware. 
Carefully examine all glassware before using it. Defects are often shaped like small stars and 
can be difficult to spot. Equipment with cracks and notches, large or small, should not be used 
but discarded. 
 
In particular, make sure that all beaker and other glassware have a rounded edge. It is 
especially important to check abrasive equipment and not to use abrasive equipment that lacks 
edges. 
 
Most of the glass equipment used in the laboratory is heat resistant “Pyrex glass”. Volumetric 
glassware, on the other hand, is usually made of natural glass, which is not heat resistant. 
 
All glassware should be washed with water and synthetic detergents after use. 
 
After cleaning, all defective glass equipment must be disposed of in special yellow waste 
containers marked and not in ordinary waste. 
 
Furthermore, glass tubes used in appliances must always be rounded at the ends, or any sharp 
edges should be treated with gas flame. To insert a glass tube into a cork, the glass tube must 
first be lubricated with silicone grease, water or other suitable lubricant. To protect the palm 
from damage, wrap a rag or towel around the glass tube. Remember that the glass tube should 
be carefully screwed into the cork, it should not be pushed in. 
 
Never use flat bottom glass equipment or flat bottom flasks where vacuum and pressure are 
part of the equipment.  
 
Glass bottles covered by cork should not be exposed to heat or sunlight.  
 
Chemical bottles must not be worn around the neck or body. The body heat may be sufficient 
for overpressure to reach dangerous levels. Bottles must be transported (carried) in special 
plastic buckets.  
 
When using used bottles of chemicals, one must especially look for when the cork is made of 
glass, that both cork and throat are free of chemicals before the cork is inserted. Never use 
force on glassware that has "sprouted firmly ".  
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8.3 Radiation 
There are several types of electromagnetic radiation. Radiation from electromagnetic sources 
has different frequencies, wavelengths, energy levels, the visible response to eyes, and has 
different effects on the human body. 
 
For use in the laboratory, visible light, ultraviolet and infrared radiation, microwaves, lasers 
and ionizing radiation are of interest. 
 
The wavelength,  , is one of the physical factors that can be used to distinguish the different 
types of radiation. 
 
The definition of the different types of radiation is: 
 
X-ray and  radiation : shorter enn 10 nm 
Ultrafiolett (UV)  : 10 - 400 nm 
Synlig lys (VIS)  : 400 - 700 nm 
Infrarød (IR)   : 700 - 1 000 000 nm (1mm) 
Mikrobølger   : 1 mm - 1 m 
Radiobølger   : 1 - 10 000 m 
Elektriske bølger  : lengre bølgelengder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.3.1 Non-ionizing radiation 
Non-ionizing radiation is radiation with an energy below 10 nm (12.6 eV), and this radiation 
does not have enough energy to break down chemical bonds when it meets biological 
materials. 
 
Non-ionizing radiation is divided into two main areas - optical radiation and electromagnetic 
fields. Optical radiation covers infrared radiation, visible light, blue light and ultraviolet 
radiation. Electromagnetic fields covers static fields up to radio frequency fields (radio 
waves), including radio transmitters, mobile phones, microwave ovens, computer screens and 
fields from power lines. 
 
 
 
 

Since the different types of radiation have different biological effects, a brief description is 
given of the different types of radiation and what to pay attention to when using 
instrumentation where radiation is used. 
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IR light (heat radiation) can cause burns to the eyes and skin, besides special lens damage 
(cataracts, glass blower cataracts). When using equipment that uses IR radiation, make sure 
that the source of the radiation is well shielded. If such measures are not sufficient, personal 
protective equipment must be worn. 
 
8.3.1.3  Microwaves 
These rays are considered to be in the electromagnetic range from 100 - 30,000 megahertz 
(MHz) or in wavelengths from 3 m to 1 cm. This covers the commercial areas for television 
and radio as well as the various radar bands. Injuries that can be caused by microwaves are 
burns due to the conversion of electromagnetic energy to heat energy inside the tissue. 
Microwaves can penetrate relatively far into the tissues, therefore any damage occurs more in 
the internal organs than on the skin surface. The size of the damage depends on the 
wavelength of the radiation and the type of tissue the beam is going through. The most 
affected organs are the eyes and testicles. 
 

8.3.2 Ionizing radiation 
Ionizing radiation is radiation that has sufficient energy, in the form of particles or 
electromagnetic radiation, to knock out electrons from atoms and / or molecules that are hit, 
such that an ion is formed in biological material. 
 
In order to support this, radiation must have energy of 12.6 eV (electron volts), corresponding 
to a wavelength of 100 nm or shorter. In the human body, this radiation will have high enough 
energy to break the chemical bonds in the genetic material in cells and thus damage it. 
 
There are two main types of ionizing radiation: 
 
    Particle Radiation-α-, β-, neutron and proton radiation. 
    Electromagnetic radiation (photos radiation) - X-ray and γ-radiation. 
 
Knowledge and good working procedures and routines are essential precondition for working 
safely with ionizing radiation sources. Everyone working with ionizing radiation shall be 
registrated in the exposure register (ECOonline).  
 
Those who work with radiation must take a compulsory course and get approval before such 
work can be started. 
 
Contact person at the Department of Chemistry are: 
 
Radiation protection officer:  Inger Johanne Fjellanger, 2035 
 
Ionizing radiation can cause tissue damage and serious health problems. The University of 
Bergen has drawn up guidelines for working with open radioactive sources. The guidelines 
can be found at HSE-gateway, Ionizing radiation. All work on ionizing radiation at the 
Institute of Chemistry shall be in accordance with the guidelines for work on such radiation.  
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8.5 Instrumentation 
An overview of instruments at the Department of Chemistry can be found at Mitt UiB. In 
addition, there is an overview on the institute's websites under resources. The laboratories are 
also marked with who is in charge.  
 
All of our instrument labs require training before access to the laboratory. At Mitt UiB you 
will also find information on sample preparation and instructions. 
 
Many moments that can be dangerous when using equipment at the institute are the use of 
liquid nitrogen and helium. In addition, when gas and gas cylinders are used, and one must 
also take into account the hazards involved in using them. Other hazards to consider are that 
much of the equipment uses high voltage. In addition, one often works with high vacuum 
equipment. Other things to keep in mind are that hot and cold surfaces can often occur. 
 
All service must be performed by authorized personnel. 
 
 

9 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION AND PROCEDURES 
 

9.1 Pregnant and breastfeeding women 
At UiB it is desirable that pregnant employees and students participate in work and study for 
as long as possible. Adaptation and follow-up with pregnancy is therefore necessary.  
 
Further information is also available at HSE-portal. 
 
Pregnant and breast-feeding women should not be exposed to certain chemicals: 
 
Shall not work with or be exposed to potentially harmful chemicals such as  
chemical classified and labeled with reproductive categories H360-362. 
 
Have to be extremely careful with substances classified «May cause cancer»  
(H350,H350-351), and «May cause genetic effects» (H340-341) and «Toxic» 
(H300,310,330,301,311,331). They may choose not to work with these substances. 
 
Shall not handle or be exposed to cytostatics. Breastfeeding women may choose not to work 
with cytostatics. 
 

9.2 Exposure register 
UiB is obliged to keep a register of employees and students who are or may be exposed to 
substances that may cause serious illnesses over time. 
 
In order to be able to document any occupational illnesses or injuries it is vital that case 
history information and working environment information are collected and that they are 
available to employees. For example, if you are working with carcinogenic substances in the 

Photo: Colourbox.com 
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When using gloves, one may forget to remove the gloves before touching the phone. If you 
have had your cellphone in the lab then you should clean it before leaving the lab if you are 
not sure it has been in a clean zone. Check out this video on youtube that highlights some of 
the issues you need to address. 
 
It is possible that a mobile phone may ignite flammable vapours under certain conditions.  
Therefore great care must be taken in the laboratory and, where there is a risk of ignition,  
phones and other devices must be left outside the lab.  This should be considered in the  
risk assessment for the work. Also is believed that mobile phones and other portable 
electronic devices may interfere with sensitive equipment. If the risk assessment identifies this 
as an issue phones/devices should be left outside the laboratory. 
 

9.5 Listening to music through earbuds/headphones 
Individuals working in laboratories or workshops must be able to participate in normal 
communication and be able to hear what is happening in their working area, including fire 
alarms.   
 
Portable music devices should only be worn in low risk areas, where there is no risk from 
contamination or distraction.   
 
Headphones must not be worn in laboratories as they will completely cover the ears and 
cannot easily be adjusted to allow one ear to be uncovered. 
 
Use of a small radio when you want music in the laboratory. 
 
And individuals must only wear one earbud, and must not remove or adjust earbuds with 
contaminated hands or gloves. Earbuds should not be worn if machinery with moving parts is 
being operated, e.g., centrifuges, lathes, drills, etc., to ensure the risk of entanglement is not 
increased.  Earbuds must never be worn where reduced situational awareness could result in 
an accident or incident.   
 

9.6 Use of laboratory balances and scales 
Laboratory balances and scales are often used when working in the laboratory and it is 
important to use the equipment properly and part of the work is to prepare the equipment for 
the next user. Reliable analytical results begin with accurate weighing. Proper sample 
preparation and careful data handling are crucial. 

9.6.1 Balances 
Our analytical balances have a wide range of readability – from 0.01 mg to 0.1 mg, and 
capacities from 54 g up to 520 g that cover all of your analytical workflows. 
 
Preparing the balance for use 
Before weighing anything on the analytical balance you must make sure that it is leveled and 
zeroed. To check the leveling on the balance, look at the leveling bubble on the floor of the 
weighing chamber. If it is not centered, center it by turning the leveling screws on the bottom 
toward the back of the balance. 
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9.8 Purchasing at the department 
All orders at the institute must go through approved orders. 
 
Purchases of chemicals, laboratory supplies and equipment shall be carried out through the 
department store. And when ordering chemicals, they will also be registered in the chemical 
inventory, ECOonline. 
 
The warehouse is located on the U-floor and has opening hours Monday-Friday from 9:00 to 
11:00. 
 
Orders can also be made via mail to Lisbeth Glærum. The form to use when ordering is on the 
website at the Department of Chemistry, links for employees and at Mitt UiB. 
 
 
Product category Name Room nr. 

Office supplies Karianne Søreide 3003 

Chemicals, equipment and computer supplies Lisbeth Glærum 3021 

Data Tore Skodvin 2032 

Ethanol*  Lisbeth Glærum 3021 

Gas Frida J. Lundevall 3042 

Liquid nitrogen Egil Nodland 207 
*When purchasing ethanol one will need a requisition by supervisor 
 
Egil Nodland is located in Thormøhlensgate 55A where the NNP are located. 
 

9.8.1 Ethanol  
If you need to pick up ethanol, you must have a requisition from your supervisor.  
 
The requisition shall state: 
 Date 
 Amount  
 Signature 
 
The requisition is delivered to: Lisbeth Glærum, room 3031 
 
Ethanol should be stored in locked cabinets at the individual laboratories. It is the requester 
who is responsible for compliance. 
 
 

9.8.2 Compounds that are explosive upon purchase or become explosive upon storage 
 

The users who use these substances must learn to recognize them and handle them properly. 
Where possible, one should find replacement.  
 
Containers with explosive chemicals should be labeled where it should be noted: 
 EXPLOSIVE 
 Date of goods received 
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that have been shown to be carcinogenic. Substances that can cause cancer can also cause 
damage to the cells' mutation (mutagenic effect). Substances that are referred to as teratogenic 
substances during pregnancy can cause fetal defects even at doses that are harmless to the 
mother.  
 
Some organic solvents may have the aforementioned health effects by causing acute and 
chronic damage to the central nervous system. Even low concentrations can cause damage if 
exposure is prolonged (10-20 years). There are indications that exposure of several solvents 
simultaneously (blend exposure) carries an extra high risk. All organic solvents appear dry on 
the skin, and frequent skin contact can thus cause skin irritation and eczema. Chromium (Cr), 
nickel (Ni), arsenic (As), cobalt (Co) and their salts, photographic developers, formaldehyde 
(HCHO), certain benzene derivatives, oil / condensate and synthetic dyes, etc. can cause 
allergies and eczema.  
 
Despite the many damaging effects work on chemicals can provide, the adverse effects can be 
almost or completely eliminated if one is careful, follows the specified safety rules and uses 
the necessary protective equipment. Always read thru the safety data sheet. All work with 
highly toxic substances that are in liquid and / or gaseous form or which can pass into such 
form must be carried out in a fume hood. The same applies to work with organic solvents 
other than on a micro scale. When working with substances that are allergenic or that for other 
reasons can cause damage by skin contact, gloves must be worn and / or careful hygiene must 
be used. 
 
Av de mest vanlige sterkt giftige kjemikaliene kan nevnes: 
 blåsyre (HCN) 
 alkalicyanider (NaCN el. KCN) 
 cyanogenhalider (CNBr, CNCl) 
 hydrogensulfid (H2S) 
 arsenikk (As4O6) 
 arsenhydrid (AsH3) 
 blysalt 
 klor (Cl2) 
 fosgen (COCl2) 
 karbonmonoksid (CO), 
 nitrøse gasser (N2O, NO, NO2),  
 fosfin (PH3), alkylfosfiner (PR3), 
 karbontetraklorid (CCl4)  
 benzen (C6H6). 
mercury 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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If one must use hydrofluoric acid one must: 
Hydrofluoric acid should only be used during normal working hours 
Before you start: 
 Read thru safety data sheet. 
 The Safety Manual's information on hydrofluoric acid 
 Keep suitcases with first aid medication in the laboratory. 

The suitcase should contain: (You will find the suitcase at Expedition Office) 
 HF antidote gel (special ointment, at least 2 tubes) 
 Calcium (Sandoz) shower tablets (at least 50/100 pcs 

 
When you work: 
 Always use fume cupboards. 
 Use a laboratory with emergency shower facilities. 
 To increase safety, at least 2 people must be present in the laboratory. 
 Use protective equipment: glasses, face shield, plastic apron and rubber boots. 
 Ha klart nøytraliseringsvæsker I avtrekkskapet 
 
After work: 
 Always clean equipment in fume hoods with neutralizing liquid like CaCo3 
 The first aid suitcase can be delivered at: Room 3003 and shall be returned to the same 

place immediately after use. The person providing the first aid suitcase is also responsible 
for looking after and possibly getting the medication replaced. 

 
Hvis uheller er ute: accident 
 Visit the hospital right away 
 Take the suitcase to the hospital with you 
 The Poison Information Center's first aid leaflet. 
 The Poison Information Center's guidelines for doctors and other health professionals. 
 General first aid equipment (the list of total contents of the fluoric acid box is glued to the 

inside of the lid of the first aid suitcase). 
 
o Datablad for flussyre. 
o Sikkerhetshåndboken sin informasjon om flussyre. 
o Giftinformasjonssentralen sitt førstehjelpsblad. 
o Giftinformasjonssentralen sine retningslinjer til lege og annet helsepersonell. 
o Generelt førstehjelpsutstyr (listen over totalt innhold i flussyreskrinet er limt på innsiden 
av lokket på førstehjelpskofferten). 
 
Dersom uhellet er ute, ta kofferten med til sykehuset. 
 
 

10.1.2 Perklorsyre (HClO4), behandling av perklorsyre 
Kjennetegn: 
Fargeløs, dampende, ustabil væske. 
Brann og eksplosjonsfare 
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as little flammable liquids as possible in the laboratory. Storage should be carried out in 
fireproof cabinets. Do not leave bottles of flammable liquids without cork.Always work in 
fume cupboards when handling organic liquids and solvents.Do not work with open flames 
near flammable liquids or where vapors may accumulate from such liquids. In particular, 
heating of flammable liquids, distillation and the like. never ignite where ignition by, for 
example, glowing wires or sparks can occur.Instead, heating should take place, for example, 
using a water bath, steam, IR lamp or other proper electrical heat source.Extraction work 
using a separating funnel often results in overpressure with the risk of liquid splashing.Ensure 
that the separating funnel is always kept under the shake with the stem facing up, and 
frequently release excess pressure in the separating funnel by opening the valve / tap. Always 
work in deduction.Filtration of boiling hot solutions of substance dissolved in combustible 
organic solvents is extremely dangerous due to the strong evaporation and the work must only 
take place in stoves where no open flame is used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.3  Cyanid (CN), bruk av cyanid og cyanidsalter 
Kjennetegn: 
Hydrogencyanid, HCN (blåsyre):  Fargeløs gass eller væske. 
     Karakteristisk "bittermandel"-lukt 
Natrium saltet, NaCN:  Hvite krystaller. 
Kalium saltet, KCN:   Hvitt granulert pulver. 
Helseskader: 
Cyanid foreligger som hydrogencyanid (blåsyre) eller som salter fra denne, samt aceton 
cyanhydrin ((CH3)2COH(CN)). De er alle svært giftige og helseskadelige, og inntak av små 
mengder kan medføre fare for livet. Forgiftning kan skje ved absorpsjon via hud eller som 
damp/støv via lungene. 
Håndtering: 
All bruk og lagring er regulert i forskrift om Cyanid (best. nr. 199). 
Legg spesielt merke til § 12 som sier: "I rom der det blir lagret eller anvendt cyanid skal det 
ikke lagres syrer eller andre forbindelser som ved kontakt kan utvikle hydrogencyanid." 
Lagring av cyanid skal alltid skje i låste rom eller i skap med god ventilering. 
1.4.1 Førstehjelp, cyanid og cyanidsalter 
En akutt cyanidforgiftning kan raskt få svært alvorlige følger. Det er derfor viktig at 
førstehjelpstiltak kan igangsettes umiddelbart. 
Pass på at der det er fare for innånding av cyanidstøv eller -gass på ulykkesstedet, må 
hjelpemannskapet være vernet mot cyanidforgiftning med eget verneutstyr. 
Innånding: 
Fjern den skadde fra eksponeringen. (Fjern klær og sko). Dersom den skadde puster gis 
oksygen kontinuerlig til lege overtar, dersom tilgjengelig. En kan eventuelt gi amylnitritt, 
knus den innpakkede ampullen mellom fingrene. Hold den 2-3 cm fra nesen og la den skadde 
inhalere. Gjenta hvert 5 minutt til lege overtar.  
Dersom respirasjonen er opphørt gis kunstig åndedrett. Munn  mot munnmetoden som er den 
mest effektive, vil medføre fare for førstehjelperen. En innretning med bag og munnstykke 
som kan brukes til å blåse inn luft bør om mulig brukes. 
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10.5 Diisocyanater (-(NCO)2) og isocyanater (-NCO) 
Arbeid med diisocyanater og isocyanater er regulert i kjemikalieforskriften (best. nr. 566). 
Alt arbeid med slike stoff skal skje i samsvar med denne forskriften. 
I tillegg er det for isocyanater utgitt en ”orientering” om framstilling og bruk av slike stoff, 
best. nr. 536, som gir råd om tilrettelegging av arbeidsforhold for å unngå helseskader. 
En skal så langt som mulig prøve å erstatte disse stoffene med mindre farlige stoff, men 
dersom en må arbeide med diisocyanater og isocyanater skal det utarbeides arbeidsinstruks. 
Arbeidsinstruksen skal så godkjennes av instituttleder før arbeidet kan ta til. 
(Arbeidsinstruksen skal inn i trygghetshåndboken). 
 

10.6 Kvikksølv (Hg), behandling av kvikksølvrester. 
Damp fra metallisk flytende kvikksølv er svært giftig. Alt arbeid og håndtering av kvikksølv 
skal skje i avtrekkskap, og der det er mulig over en plastbalje. Apparatur som inneholder 
kvikksølv skal så vidt mulig plasseres i baljer av plast eller annet egnet fugefritt materiale 
inne i avtrekkskapet. 
Etter ett nytt lovverk skal en avslutte bruken av kvikksølv. Så ved kjøp av utstyr eller 
oppgaver som krever kvikksølv skal en finne alternativer. Termometere som inneholder 
kvikksølv skal avfallshåndteres. 
Metallisk kvikksølv som søles på gulv e.l. er svært vanskelig å samle opp igjen. Små 
kvikksølvdråper kan samles i sprekker og fordypninger og vil stadig avgi kvikksølvdamp til 
luft. Gjeldende yrkeshygieniske grenseverdi er 0,05 mg/m3. Luft mettet med kvikksølvdamp 
ved romtemperatur inneholder ca. 15 mg/m3. 
Spill av kvikksølv skal fjernes umiddelbart. Til oppsamling av kvikksølvdråper kan en benytte 
en pipette som er forbundet med en vakuumslange, kvikksølvskje, sugepumpe eller 
kvikksølvsvamp. Kvikksølvet blir sugd inn i røret som er forsynt med dråpefanger og 
beholder hvor kvikksølvet kan samles opp. 
Spillstedet dekkes med svovelpulver eller kvikksølv-kit (“J.T. Baker clean-up-kit”) dersom 
tilgjengelig. La spillstedet være dekket i 5-7 dager før en fjerner pulveret. Små dråper i 
sprekker og kroker kan fjernes med aluminiumsfolie som binder Hg. 
Rester og spill skal samles og dekkes med vann i nøye merkede tette beholdere. 
Bruk verneutstyr. Briller, ansiktsskjerm, hansker og dersom nødvendig (F.eks. ved større 
spill) vernemaske med filter (brun/rød) eller kombinasjonsfilter (rød). For mindre spill kan 
engangsmaske (3M 9908) brukes. 
Utstyr som har hvert i kontakt med kvikksølv, skal etter utført arbeid rengjøres omhyggelig. 
Det er pålagt den enkelte som arbeider med kvikksølv å bruke anbefalt verneutstyr og å utføre 
en streng personlig hygiene. 
1.7.1 Førstehjelp, kvikksølv 
Generelt: 
Vanlig førstehjelp: ro, varme, frisk luft. 
Kontakt lege. 
Hud: 
Tilsølt tøy blir fjernet og hud vasket godt med såpe og vann. 
Innånding: 
Symptomer på lungeskade blir vanligvis først merkbare etter flere timer (sårhet, hoste, feber, 
pustevansker). Hold pasienten i ro pga. fare for lungeødem. Transport til sykehus. 

10.7 Bly (Pb) og blyforbindelser 
Bly og blysalter er svært giftige. En må skille mellom de uorganiske og de organiske 
blyforbindelser da de har forskjellige helseeffekter. 
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 Dersom kraftig eller voldsom reaksjon (skumming eller eteren begynner å koke), tilsett 
mer eter. Eteren kjøler ned reaksjonen og tynner ut etanolen. 
Etter hvert tilsetter en mer og mer etanol slik at en holder oppe reaksjonen. Når en ikke får 
gassutvikling selv om en tilsetter store mengder etanol kan en begynne å tilsette små mengder 
vann til blandingen. 
 Dersom liten eller ingen reaksjon, tilsett litt mer vann. 
Når all gassutvikling er opphørt kan en fortynne løsningen med store mengder vann. Deretter 
skiller en eter- og vann-laget. Vannlaget settes til side for avdamping av eter-rester. Når 
eteren er fordampet tømmes vannlaget under konstant fortynning med vann. Eterlaget 
håndteres som farlig avfall. (se kapittel 7.6) 
NB! Under destrueringen av natrium dannes en tykk “grøt” av sterk lut. Denne luten er svært 
etsende (se Syrer og baser), så en må ikke få den på seg. 
Destruksjonen må gjøres av en kvalifisert person. 
1.9.2 Førstehjelp, natrium 
Innånding: 
Fjern den skadde fra eksponeringen. Få ham til å pusse nesen grundig. Kontakt lege. 
Øyne: 
Skyll grundig med vann. Kontakt lege (Øyeavdeling). 
Hud: 
Skyll med masse vann, vask med såpe og vann. Fjern tilsølte klær og sko og vask huden 
under. Kontakt lege. 
Munn: 
Skyll munnen med vann og gi ett glass vann å drikke. Kontakt lege. 

10.9 Brennbare organiske væsker og løsningsmidler 
Branner på laboratoriet skyldes som oftest arbeid med ildsfarlige stoffer. Organiske væsker 
utgjør en særlig risiko. Mange av disse væskene er flyktige, og gir brennbare gasser. Gassene 
er tyngre enn luft og kan samle seg langs gulv eller laboratoriebenker og denne dampen 
representerer da en stor brannfare. 
Noen av de vanligste brennbare organiske væskene er:  
 Karbondisulfid 
 eter 
 benzen 
 toluen 
 xylen 
 heksan 
 petroleumseter 
 aceton 
 metanol og etanol 
En lengre liste over svært brannfarlige kjemikalier finn en i registerbindet i “Kartotek for 
KJEMISKE STOFFER“.  
Antenning av væskene/gassene kan skje på mange måter: Ved åpen flamme, varme flater, 
røyking, friksjonsvarme, statisk elektrisitet og gnister fra motorer og apparater, fra brytere, 
batteri og fra kjemiske reaksjoner. 
Lagre og bruk derfor minst mulig brennbare væsker i laboratoriet. Lagring bør skje i ildsikre 
skap. La ikke flasker med brennbare væsker stå uten kork.  
Arbeid alltid i avtrekkskap når en håndterer organiske væsker og løsemidler. 
Ikke arbeid med åpen flamme i nærheten av brennbare væsker eller der det kan samle seg 
damper fra slike væsker. Spesielt skal oppvarming av brennbare væsker, destillasjon o.l. aldri 
gjøres der antenning ved for eksempel glødende tråder eller gnister kan skje. 
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Attachment 5.4 
Amines and gloves 
 
    

Product                 Glove 

Barrier Sol-Vex Neotop Touch N Tuff PVA  
02-100 37-675 29-500 92-500/600 15-series  
PE Nitrile Neoprene Nitrile, disposable PVA  
Breakthrough Time (minutes)    

             
Methylamine (Gas dissolved in water)   > 480        
Ethylamine   87        
         
Dimethylamine            
Diethylamine > 480 17 11 1 11  
         
Trimethylamine (45% aqueous)            
Triethylamine   > 480 25 41 > 480  
         
Monoethanolamine   > 480 > 480      
Diethanolamine            
Triethanolamine   > 480        
   
   
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
< 10 10 30 60 120 240 >480 
Not recommended   Splash only           
       
 
 


